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Abstract

of King [4], Deutsch [11], the Gypsy Verification Environment [12] and the Stanford Pascal Verifier [13]. Following
on from these was the Extended Static Checker for Modula3 [14]. Later, this became the Extended Static Checker for
Java (ESC/Java) — a widely acclaimed and influential work
in this area [15]. Building on this success was the Java Modeling Language (and its associated tooling) which provided
a standard notation for specifying functions in Java [16].
Since Hoare issued his challenge, a variety of new tools have
blossomed in this space, including Spec# [17], Dafny [18],
Why3 [19], VeriFast [20] and Whiley [21, 22].
At this juncture, we now return to consider the goal of
this paper. Despite the large amount of theoretical work
on software verification and the availability of some usable
tooling, very little is really known about the effects of using
tools such as verifying compilers on software development.
The general assumption is that such systems will have an
overwhelmingly positive impact on software development.
For example, Bowen and Hinchey state [23]:

The idea of specifying and verifying software to eliminate errors has been studied extensively over the last three
decades or more. Recent advances in automated theorem
proving have given rise to a range of new verification tools
being developed. Despite this, very little is known about
the effect of using such tools on software development. In
this paper, we present several verification-related usability
hypotheses which we believe warrant further investigation.
These hypotheses are based on observations from the literature, as well as our own experiences in developing and using
the Whiley verification system.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software/Program Verification]: Programming by contract; H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems]: Human factors
General Terms Languages, Verification, Human Factors
Keywords Software Verification, Usability

1.

Introduction

“It is clear to “Formal Methodists” like ourselves,
for some of whom formal methods can be something
of a “religion”, that introducing greater rigor into
software development will improve the software development process, and result in software that is better structured, more maintainable, and with fewer errors”

The idea of specifying and verifying software goes back a
long way to the likes of Hoare [1], Dijkstra [2], Gries [3]
and others [4]. Whilst many theoretical works have been
developed, much less has been achieved in terms of practical
tooling. This is perhaps most evident by the number of
books written on the subject, of which almost none are based
around an actual tool (this is perhaps analogous to books on
programming which are based only on some ad-hoc pseudocode) [3, 5–9].
Disappointed by developments on the practical side,
Hoare created the Verifying Compiler Grand Challenge as
an attempt to spur new efforts [10]. According to Hoare’s
vision, a verifying compiler “uses automated mathematical
and logical reasoning to check the correctness of the programs that it compiles” [10]. The earliest systems that could
be reasonably considered as verifying compilers include that

Likewise, Meyer says something similar when talking
about the future of software [24]:
“It is clear to all the best minds in the field that a
more mathematical approach is needed for software
to progress much.”
Whilst the present author doesn’t necessarily disagree
with these views, there is certainly a lack of experimental
evidence to support them. Part of the problem here is simply that the use of such tools is far from widespread and,
indeed, very few people actually have experience with them.
Therefore, in this paper, we present a number of hypotheses regarding the specification and verification of software.
We distinguish the act of specifying a program (e.g. annotating it with pre-/post-conditions, etc) from verifying it using some kind of tool (e.g. a verifying compiler). These hypotheses stem from commonly found views in the literature,
as well as our own experiences in developing and using the
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Whiley programming language and its accompanying verifying compiler. We have also had the opportunity to observe
students using Whiley to verify simple programs as part of a
second-year paper on formal methods.

2.

blueprint for a toolshed as for a bridge” [25]. Likewise,
Kourie and Watson explicitly acknowledge they do not expect “all and sundry” to specify programs before implementing them; rather they are hoping to foster more rigorous
thought processes during development.

Hypotheses
H YPOTHESIS 2. Specifications are rarely complete.

We now present our verification-related hypotheses in two
parts. First, we consider those related primarily to the act of
specifying software and then we consider those related to the
act of verifying software.
2.1

As highlighted above, one view found in the literature
is that aim is always to completely specify software. In
most cases, completeness is taken to mean “functional completeness” and ignores issues such as real-time constraints
or other resource constraints (e.g. memory). Nevertheless,
many acknowledge the additional burden of complete specification may not be cost effective [26–28]. On this point
Murphy-Hill and Grossman say [28]:

Specification

Our first hypothesis related to specifying software is seemingly straightforward:
H YPOTHESIS 1. Specifications are no different from other
aspects of programming.

“First, formal specifications need not encompass all
requirements. We can prove browser security without
formalizing everything a web browser must do, which
is essential since even specifying how to render HTML
is surely intractable.”

By this we mean that writing specifications will itself exhibit all the usual problems and issues found when writing
software. For example, specifications can themselves contain bugs. Backhouse highlights this in his introduction [6]:

Likewise, Bowen and Hinchey in their widely acclaimed
paper say [26]:

“Of course, the science guarantees correctness only if
it is used correctly, and people will continue to make
mistakes. So, testing is still wise”

“Thou shalt formalize but not over formalize ... Applying formal methods to all aspects of a system would be
both unnecessary and costly.”

Likewise, specifications can be written in ways which are
or are not more readable and will suffer from the general issues of software maintenance. They will not always reflect
what the user wanted and will need to be developed alongside the user to ensure the right things are specified. Specifications will also need to be developed incrementally with
the rest of the program, as Gries acknowledged [3]:

We speculate the effort required to specify a program
increases considerably with the level of completeness required. Polikarpova et al. experimentally assessed the benefit
of stronger versus weaker specifications [27]. As expected,
they found stronger specifications uncovered more software
faults. However, they also claimed anecdotally that the “effort required to write the strong specifications was moderate”, based on their experiences in developing strong specifications for their experiment. However, our personal experience contradicts this view as we have found simple specifications relatively easy to write, but more complete specifications considerably harder.
Our view is that we expect to see widely varying levels of
specification in practice (i.e. when such tools become more
common-place). This will be partly driven by the needs of
programmers. If the goal is simply to eliminate common
errors (e.g. array-out-of-bounds, division-by-zero, etc) then
incomplete specifications will likely be sufficient. Another
factor is that programmers themselves will sometimes be
unaware that they have not fully specified a program. Since
verification tools give no indication as to how complete a
specification is, it will be up to the programmer to decide
when to stop and varying levels of expertise will inevitably
lead to varying levels of specification.

“A program and its proof should be developed handin-hand, with the proof usually leading the way.”
That is, as the program’s design inevitably changes, its
specifications will need to be updated accordingly. We note
this appears to contradict the view taken by proponents of
the “Correct by Construction” approach to development. For
example, Lamport states [9]:
“it’s a good idea to specify a program before implementing it”
Similarly, Kourie and Watson state the essence of their book
is to derive code from specifications, more specifically [8]:
“Once a problem has been specified, a number of refinement laws can be deployed to refined incrementally the specification”
However, we do not believe there really is a contradiction here. For example, Lamport does not necessarily advocate developing complete specifications beforehand and,
in later work, says “formal specification is just one end of
a spectrum. An architect would not draw the same kind of

H YPOTHESIS 3. Specification without verification provides
only modest benefit.
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We believe that the act of specifying a program, regardless of whether or not it is verified, will lead to improved
software quality. This is perhaps not surprising, given the
general belief that even just documenting code improves
quality [29]. However, like documentation, we believe that
providing specifications which have not been verified in
some way will provide only modest benefits.
Our personal experiences in developing a tool for checking non-null annotations supports this view [30]. In using
this tool to verify parts of the Java standard library we found
a large number of errors in the documentation. For example,
methods in the widely used class java.lang.String are
documented with respect to whether or not their parameters
may accept null. However, at the time, we identified 83
out of 1101 public methods were mis-documented. This is
particularly insidious because most being correctly specified
gives false confidence that all are.

at the return statement. Nevertheless, this still does not
suggest a suitable loop invariant. In fact, a skilled operator will realise that |x| == |y| is sufficient since y is not
modified by the loop and its size does match x on entry.

2.2

2. One can often infer loop invariants by reasoning backwards from a function’s postcondtion.

H YPOTHESIS 5. Forwards reasoning is easier than backwards reasoning.
Hoare logic underpins verification tools such as Dafny,
Spec# and Whiley [1]. As such it is natural to connect
such systems with Hoare logic when teaching. Furthermore,
Hoare logic is indifferent to the direction of reasoning and
can be used to reason about programs in either a forwards
or backwards direction. Perhaps surprisingly, many advocate for approaches based on backwards reasoning for two
reasons:
1. Reasoning in the forwards direction requires the use of
Floyd’s rule [31] which introduces existentials.1

Verification

H YPOTHESIS 4. Verification is challenging when it requires
a creative step.

Despite this, we believe that students struggle with reasoning in a backwards direction and there is perhaps some
evidence to support this from the debugging literature. For
example, Katz and Anderson observed that novices tend to
prefer debugging in a forwards direction, especially on code
which is unfamiliar to them [32]. Fitzgerald et al. later replicated their studied (albeit in a slightly modified form) and
drew the same conclusion [33].

Verifying a function meets it specification is, at times,
quite challenging and our experience suggests one reason
for this is the need for creative steps. The need for creative steps during verification is widely acknowledged [3, 8].
For example, it is well known that students find difficulty
in writing loop invariants for this reason [5]. That is, when
the required loop invariant does not match the loop’s postcondition some creativity is needed to transform the postcondition into the correct form. Figure 1 illustrates such
a function. However, in tools such as Dafny, Spec# and
Whiley, there are other (less well known) kinds of creative
step which can be required. For example, consider this simple function in Whiley:

H YPOTHESIS 6. Verification is comparable with double
checking.
Verification provides a mechanism for checking our programs meet their specifications. We have no doubt that this
will improve software quality. However, we also suspect that
one of the main benefits from verification is simply that it
forces us to look carefully at our program. If we had another mechanism which forced us to look carefully, we suspect this might give comparable benefits to verification. Such
a mechanism might be to implement a given method twice
— perhaps once in an imperative style, and once in a functional style. Doing this would seem to require careful thinking about what the function does and how it does it.

function add([int] x,[int] y) -> ([int] z)
requires |x| == |y|
ensures |z| == |x|:
//
int i = 0
while i < |x| where i >= 0:
x[i] = x[i] + y[i]
i = i + 1
//
return x

3.

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a number of usability hypotheses
related to specification and verification. Our hope is that, as
verification tools become more accessible, researchers will
begin to critically examine the trade-offs they offer. And, of
course, there are many more questions than we have had
space to consider here. For example, understanding how

This function will not verify in Whiley as is because the
loop invariant is not strong enough. The rules of Hoare logic
tell us that the loop invariant needs to establish |z| == |x|.
However, since x is returned, this corresponds to |x| == |x|
which is seemingly nonsense. In fact, we must consider that
x in the postcondition refers to its value on entry to the function, whilst x in the return statement refers to its value at
the end of the function. Thus, the post-condition we must establish is really |x’| == |x|, where x’ refers to its value

1 We

note that the need for existential quantifiers in Floyd’s rule can be
mitigated if students are taught an approach where existentials are immediately skolemised (i.e. so they never see them) and, for example, skolems are
named along the lines of Static Single Assignment form
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function zeroOut([int] xs) -> ([int] rs)
ensures |rs| == |xs|
ensures all { i in 0..|rs| | rs[i] == 0 }:
//
int i = 0
[int] rs = xs
//
while i < |xs|
where i >= 0 && i <= |xs|
where |xs| == |rs|
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rs[i] = 0
i = i + 1
//
return rs
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